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Knowledge is the only asset that is more
when it is shared.

In this meaning amateur radio operators and persons who are interested in technology do share their
knowledge for decades. Often questions and problems are real „evergreens“ - many people are then
faced with that exact question. Why should the wheel be reinvented every time? Only if you imprison
knowledge with patents and copyrights that is necessary. And often one must then also pay for
knowledge. And maybe there is from time to time a „new wheel“ invented - which one wants to roll
away immediately into the world?

Community - for radio amateur operators a „common sense“ they call „HAM-Spirit“. Times changes -
and with them the name and the way how to do something. The idea of the HAM-Spirit continues on
the internet as „community work“.

Anyone willing to help can register at this WIKI. For technical reasons, a merging of the registration in
the forum and in the Wiki is currently not planned. No „membership“ no compulsion, no obligation, no
cost! Simple joy of creative being, in participating in a community and to helping!

Please take (if any) as user name your callsign. This facilitates communication. Please pay attention
that special characters or spacesin user names usually lead to the applied account is not usable;-)

The contents which are published in this WIKI are under the license of „Open Content“. Means there is
no copyright. Anyone is allowed to use. If you use it (or parts of it) please add a link to its origin.

This is the sitemap of all existing pages .

DF8OE (Andreas Richter)
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